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WESTWOOD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 

2020 FALL SMALL GROUP CURRICULUM 

I’M STILL HERE – AUSTIN CHANNING BROWN 

 
Week I  inclusive of October 11-17 

Chapters 1 & 2 

   Week II  inclusive of October 18-24 

     Chapters 3-5 

   Week III inclusive of October 25-31 

     Chapters 6-9  

   Week IV inclusive of November 8-14 

     Chapters 10-12 and Interlude (A Letter to My Son) 

   Week V inclusive of November 15-21 

Chapters 13 & 14 

 

*Note: This curriculum is structured for groups to take the week of Nov 1-7 off. 
 

*Words is bold/italics/underline can be found in accompanying glossary 

 

Week IV (Chapters 10, 11, & 12 and Interlude) 

 

1. In chapter 10, Brown writes about her concerns related to random police encounters.  Have 

you experienced the fear of police encounters?  What have you (or your family’s) interactions 

with the police been like? 

 

2. Can you identify parallels between Jesus’ arrest, incarceration, and execution (see Mark 14-

15) and the black experience inside the criminal justice system? 

 

3. The Black Lives Matter movement has helped define the collective events regarding the recent 

killings of unarmed black people. How have the events collectively known as the Black Lives 

Matter Era impacted you? 

 

4. In reflecting on her cousin’s death, Brown writes (p. 145), “I had to reject the notion that my 

cousin’s life was somehow less valuable because he did not meet the ‘Christian criteria’ of 

innocence and perfection.”  What does she mean by this?  Discuss. 

 

5. Did your parents openly teach you about race?  What did they convey and how?  What did 

they neglect to teach you that you wish they had? 

 

6. What would you include in a letter to a child in your life expressing how you hope America 

will change for the better?  Where are you in the narrative of this letter, if included at all? 
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WPC 2020 Fall Small Group Study 
Glossary of Key Concepts/Terms 

(resourced and adapted from racialequitytools.org) 

 

Words and their multiple uses reflect the tremendous diversity that characterizes our society.  

Indeed, universally agreed upon language on issues relating to racism is nonexistent. Even the most 

frequently used words in any discussion on race can easily cause confusion, which leads to controversy 

and hostility. It is essential to achieve some degree of shared understanding, particularly when using the 

most common terms. In this way, the quality of dialogue and discourse on race can be enhanced.  

Language can be used deliberately to engage and support community anti-racism coalitions and 

initiatives, or to inflame and divide them. It is helpful to keep in mind that the words people use to 

discuss power, privilege, racism, and oppression hold different meanings for different people.  

 

Many of the terms in this glossary have evolved over time. For example, given the changing 

demographic trends in the United States, the word “minority” no longer accurately reflects the four-

primary racial/ethnic groups. The terms “emerging majority” and “people of color” have become 

popular substitutes. Also, the terms used to refer to members of each community of color have changed 

over time. Whether to use the terms African American or Black, Hispanic American, Latinx or Latino, 

Native American or American Indian, and Pacific Islander or Asian American depends on a variety of 

conditions, including your intended audiences’ geographic location, age, generation, and, 

sometimes, political orientation. 

 

 

Week IV 

 

Black Lives Matter  

 

A political movement to address systemic and state violence against African Americans.1 

 

Per the Black Lives Matter organizers: “In 2013, three radical Black organizers—Alicia Garza, 

Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi—created a Black centered political will and movement building 

project called #BlackLivesMatter. It was in response to the acquittal of Trayvon Martin’s murderer, 

George Zimmerman. The project is now a member-led global network of more than 40 chapters. 

[Black Lives Matter] members organize and build local power to intervene in violence inflicted on 

Black communities by the state and vigilantes. Black Lives Matter is an ideological and political 

intervention in a world where Black lives are systematically and intentionally targeted for demise. It 

is an affirmation of Black folks’ humanity, our contributions to this society, and our resilience in the 

face of deadly oppression.”2 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Available at https://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/RET_Glossary_Updated_October_2019_.pdf 
2 https://blacklivesmatter.com/herstory/ downloaded 9-26-2020 
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Anti-Black 

 

The Council for Democratizing Education defines anti-Blackness as being a two part 

formation that both voids Blackness of value, while systematically marginalizing Black 

people and their issues. The first form of anti-Blackness is overt racism. Beneath this anti-

Black racism is the covert structural and systemic racism which categorically predetermines 

the socioeconomic status of Blacks in this country. The structure is held in place by anti-Black 

policies, institutions, and ideologies. The second form of anti-Blackness is the unethical 

disregard for anti-Black institutions and policies. This disregard is the product of class, race, 

and/or gender privilege certain individuals experience due to anti-Black institutions and 

policies. This form of anti-Blackness is protected by the first form of overt racism.3 

 

Cultural Racism 

 

Cultural racism refers to representations, messages and stories conveying the idea that 

behaviors and values associated with white people or “whiteness” are automatically “better” or 

more “normal” than those associated with other racially defined groups. Cultural racism shows 

up in advertising, movies, history books, definitions of patriotism, and in policies and laws. 

Cultural racism is also a powerful force in maintaining systems of internalized supremacy and 

internalized racism. It does that by influencing collective beliefs about what constitutes 

appropriate behavior, what is seen as beautiful, and the value placed on various forms of 

expression. All of these cultural norms and values in the U.S. have explicitly or implicitly 

racialized ideals and assumptions (for example, what “nude” means as a color, which facial 

features and body types are considered beautiful, which child-rearing practices are considered 

appropriate).4 

 

 

                                                
3 The Movement for Black Lives https://policy.m4bl.org/glossary 
4 https://www.racialequitytools.org/home 


